
WARM AIR 22 Dec 12 
Aviation Sports Club Gliding Newsletter 

THIS WEEKEND:         Club Cellphone 021 745 433 www.ascgliding.org 
Saturday.     Instructing: Peter Coveney 

  Towing: Rex Carswell 

                              Duty Pilot Kris Pillai 

Sunday.     Instructing: Ray Burns 

  Towing: Craig Rook 

                              Duty Pilot Steve Saunders 

MEMBERS NEWS 

SATURDAY Towie Peter Thorpe (towie…he sat in the right seat and did nothing all day) 

Saturday dawned a shorts and sandals day so summer must be here at last.  Sunshine, fluffy clouds and a light 

breeze from the east suggested a promising day.  Neville Swan had a bit of work to finish setting the new 

brake disc on MW which being thicker caused the brake to drag.  As I was due to train our new tow pilot Ryan 

Brookes I was a bit concerned that a light wind, a dragging brake and two up in both aircraft might make our 

take off roll a bit long for comfort.  The tow down to 08 was done with Ivor Woodfield holding the wheel 

brake applied to help seat the brake and the first launch was a solo in MW for David Grey to complete his 

time so that he can graduate to the PW-5.  It took almost full power to get MW moving but as the roll 

continued things got 

better and we were 

airborne in good time 

well before the 

hangar and we 

dropped David in such 

good lift he stayed 

away for over an hour. 

The rest of the day 

proceeded with some 

good flights for a 

total of 11 launches 

and a completed tow 

pilot rating for Ryan  

Brooks.  Rex and 

David took the last 

flight of the day and were away so long the rest of us had to have a beer while waiting to put the aircraft 

away but eventually they reappeared with Rex declaring David is ready for his PW-5 conversion on the next 

sunny day.  Well done to Ryan and David.   

Instructor Rex Carswell continues  A pretty good day for gliding as it turned out.  Lots of punters at the field 
quite early - suspect some may have been avoiding the temptation to go Christmas shopping - maybe? 

Neville Swan got busy adjusting the wheel brake on GMW following installation of a new brake disc - Peter 

Thorpe with new towie Ryan Brookes, prepared RDW in readiness for conducting Ryan's tow rating - and 

some investigative checks  were carried out on our battery chargers. 

With 'okay' given from Base Ops and GFA's opened, we trundled the fleet down to '08' end.  Opportunity was 

taken to help 'bed in' MW's new wheel brake during the tractor tow.  "Right - let's get flying" was the call - 

but not quite yet - the 'gate key hunt' was on - yet again.  Peter T. became very busy 'back tracking' in his 

mind as to where, and who, had the keys last.  I was reminded "been there - done that" scenario too - just a 



few weeks back!  First launch away just before midday with David Grey solo in GMW with the aim of 

completing his required experience in the twin, allowing him to progress to the PW5.  No trouble in MW 

though - 61 minutes achieved - well done! 

 

Roy Whitby elected to fly GMP but he 

couldn't catch up to David and was back 

in 16 minutes, however Gary Patten in 

GVF was away for 109 minutes - longest 

flight for the day - "easy peasy" he 

reckoned. Ian O'Keefe undertook the 

most adventurous flight.  Although away 

only 82 minutes, he went north to Kaipara 

Flats and back - not bad eh.  Trial 

Flighter Maurice Gray enjoyed 34 

minutes of dual flying with me, and is 

hoping to return to take up the remaining 

flight package offer.  Other flying for 

the day included Steve Foreman with two 

flights in GVF - totalling 41 minutes, 

David Foxcroft and passenger in MW - 31 

minutes, Tony Prentice continuing his pre 

-solo training with another 40 minutes logged, and final flight - a dual with David Grey (34 minutes) to sum up 

his readiness for conversion to the PW5.  All good here - an excellently conducted flight - another 'well done'.  

Thanks to Peter and Ryan in the tug, and to those that shared the 'Duty Pilot' slot. 

SUNDAY  Instructor Lionel Page starts us off 

Sunday was a great day to go gliding. Well mostly so. I dropped off my trailer at the gate and headed over to 

get the keys and a briefing.   The briefing was nice and short. No military flying, models flying and no idea 

about the power section at that time. An offer of a flight was greeted (in a most congenial manner) with some 

dismay. Free flights often crash - so not interested. I counted with: "but you will be in the hands of a very 

qualified and experienced instructor." This was counted with: "flights with instructors crash most often." - I 

was beaten!! He did suggest that his daughter may be interested though. (Begs the question that I did not 

dare ask!) (he’s saving on the dowry) 

 

I arrived at the gate to find David Foxcroft and friends patiently waiting. Very shortly after Rudolf Struyck 

arrived and there were enough bodies to start extracting gliders.  

 

After dragging the fleet down to 08 David Foxcroft was first up to test the conditions with a 17 minute flight 

and a delighted pax. He's next flight was a little short with him beating the tow plane down with a less than 

happy passenger.    I took a friend up for a lovely flight which he appeared to thoroughly enjoy - and will 

hopefully be back for more.    Kris Pillai, Roy Whitby, Steve Foreman and Jonathan Pote aired the singles while 

Neville Swan and I did the instructing.  

 

Derry Belcher managed to spend the ENTIRE day on completing my Mosquito's 3000 hr checks - which I 

should have been helping with except that Warm Air kept reminding me that "did I plan to do any work 

today?" when my students sat waiting in GMW.  

 

Although the conditions did not look too bad, only Steve Foreman managed over 1 hr (his second flight was 

just short of an hour.)   Good to see the entire fleet getting up and enjoying the day. I managed a fantastic 

flight with Victoria where we thermalled with Steve Foreman and it really did appear to be mid air dancing as 

we twirled and twisted. Brilliant to share the sky and show someone a little of the magic.  All packed up by 

17h30 after which there was a little time for a cold one before heading home. A big thank you for the smooth 

running of the day. I think Kris was duty pilot but saw Roy manning the books for some of the time. 

(Management I believe it is called.) 



 

Towie Andrew Sunde continues…. It's a tough job finding pilots that don't break planes. Sundays flying
was off to a great start until I somehow popped the nose wheel tire on

into the tube were unsuccessful, but

An hour or so later we were swiftly back into the air to continue a full

to hand the keys over to Graham Lake 

issue prevented the twin flight so in reality it ended up being an

covering anyway Graham. Merry Christmas to all and see you after 

on five more tows and did not pay for your friend’s flight)
 

OUR NEW TOWPILOT   Who better to write the bio than the man himself  

sports club. 

 

Ryan is married to Lisa (an Aussie import) and has three kids (Madison,

13 chickens. They live in Waimauku. 

 

O’KEEFE’S WALKABOUT 

 

Saturday was looking a boomer of the day. Light easterly, big thermal generated clouds running North. I had 

headed North on the western side following along State Highway 16. As there were

clouds ahead I topped up my height at Wainui. Once you head Nor

It's a tough job finding pilots that don't break planes. Sundays flying

was off to a great start until I somehow popped the nose wheel tire on RDW. Attempts to breathe life 

into the tube were unsuccessful, but luckily we had a new tube handy and plenty of solid engineering advice.

An hour or so later we were swiftly back into the air to continue a full afternoon of flights, eventually having 

Lake at 4pm  so I could go fly the aeroclub's twin. Unfortunately an autopilot

issue prevented the twin flight so in reality it ended up being an excuse to finish towing early. Thanks for 

Christmas to all and see you after the New Year!  (yeah Yeah….you missed out 
on five more tows and did not pay for your friend’s flight) 

Who better to write the bio than the man himself   
 

Ryan Brooks is an engineer at the Defence Technology Agency 

in Devonport, where he has worked for the past five years. 

His work involves testing, research and

military equipment for the Army, Navy and Air Force as

as investigating issues with existing equipment. Ryan worked 

his way up through the ranks of the RNZ

aircraft technician in 1993 before being commissioned as an 

engineering officer in 1997. He also spent

to Safe Air Ltd, Air New Zealand, Australian Defence Force,

Singapore Defence Force and Cranfield University.

 

Ryan started gliding in Kaikohe at the age of 16 and a year 

later gained his C-cat glider instructor rating. He started 

power flying soon after.  Unfortunately this all curtailed when 

he joined the RNZAF and he started

getting married, having kids, etc. He finally

power flying in 2009 and is now completing his C

instructor rating with the power section of the aviation 

Ryan is married to Lisa (an Aussie import) and has three kids (Madison, Oliver and Ben) plus 

 

Saturday was looking a boomer of the day. Light easterly, big thermal generated clouds running North. I had 

decided today provided a good 

opportunity to head up to 

Warkworth or Well

  
Having released at 2000ft I did 

the usual trick of establishing 

sink and thinking I might be 

lucky to stay aloft at all. 

However with great zeal I flew 

away from the safety of the 

airfield to a promising cloud 

adjacent Riverhead forest. This 

paid 

to 3500ft. It was bluing out in 

the east up the coast So I 

headed North on the western side following along State Highway 16. As there were

clouds ahead I topped up my height at Wainui. Once you head North from there, the geography below 

It's a tough job finding pilots that don't break planes. Sundays flying 

RDW. Attempts to breathe life back 

luckily we had a new tube handy and plenty of solid engineering advice. 

afternoon of flights, eventually having 

so I could go fly the aeroclub's twin. Unfortunately an autopilot 

excuse to finish towing early. Thanks for 

(yeah Yeah….you missed out 

is an engineer at the Defence Technology Agency 

has worked for the past five years. 

His work involves testing, research and development of new 

military equipment for the Army, Navy and Air Force as well 

as investigating issues with existing equipment. Ryan worked 

through the ranks of the RNZAF, joining as an 

before being commissioned as an 

engineering officer in 1997. He also spent periods seconded 

to Safe Air Ltd, Air New Zealand, Australian Defence Force, 

Singapore Defence Force and Cranfield University. 

arted gliding in Kaikohe at the age of 16 and a year 

cat glider instructor rating. He started 

Unfortunately this all curtailed when 

he joined the RNZAF and he startedtravelling, buying cars, 

ving kids, etc. He finally recommenced 

power flying in 2009 and is now completing his C-cat 

rating with the power section of the aviation 

Oliver and Ben) plus Coco the dog and 

Saturday was looking a boomer of the day. Light easterly, big thermal generated clouds running North. I had 

decided today provided a good 

opportunity to head up to 

Warkworth or Wellsford. 

Having released at 2000ft I did 

the usual trick of establishing 

sink and thinking I might be 

lucky to stay aloft at all. 

However with great zeal I flew 

away from the safety of the 

airfield to a promising cloud 

adjacent Riverhead forest. This 

paid off and we got a good climb 

to 3500ft. It was bluing out in 

the east up the coast So I 

headed North on the western side following along State Highway 16. As there were  good long line of puffy 

th from there, the geography below 



roughens up with many undulating hills. There are a few landout options including some good looking private 

airstrips. After a few more tops ups on the way I reached level with Kaipara Flats, but 2nm West. I observed 

a number of light aircraft scooting low level between the hills announcing bomb runs ...I suddenly thought I 

was a stealth drone watching from above ... although not sure where they were dropping their powder 

bombs...Also saw a few paragliders and hang glider soaring inland... Kaipara Harbour looked spectacular. ..With 

the sky progressively turning blue I headed for home ....Pretty good lift on the way back ...With the lift 

getting a bit patchy just North of Riverhead Forrest I applied full throttle to rocket into home base. So a 82 

minute flight and a round trip of about 82kms.... Good fun & experience....need to go further North next 

time...  

PATTEN’S PARADE 

I have a saying in life ‘ that real 

knowledge is limited to one’s own 

ignorance’ and every now and 

then someone will say, do, or 

write something that will turn on 

a light bulb so to speak.     For 

me Steve Formans cross country 

course part one had such a 

moment, with the head the 

direction you want to go, find a 

land out spot, then treat it like 

your home field etc etc 

Saturday I either waited for MP, 

or take VF, I took VF, and put my 

name down for MP later. My VF 

flight was nearly one of those 10-

15min sleigh rides, but a last 

ditch effort at 1100ft saw me 

have a great flight until a 

Boeing’s arrival had us on the ground.   Luck has it that MP landed back as well and was available after the 

military had done there thing, so off I went. I could see the sea breeze building from the east so stayed 

west. Riverhead to cloud base, then out to Kumeu/Huipai with a new home base and back up to 3500ft. I 

played there venturing around 

trying different clouds to see if 

I was reading them correctly. 

With more confidence I head 

out to a good looking base at 

Waimauku. With a new choice of 

field I start looking around, 

further out west I can see a 

lake with some rather nice 

houses around it ( the sort of 

place you would need the lotto 

powerball for. A good looking 

cloud nearby so off I go, this is 

great, and in range of my new 

field. By now I can make out the 

golf course at Muriwai, and 

what looks like a good cloud on 

the hill into Muriwai where all 

the houses start. It’s too far 



but there is another good looking cloud about 3k south west of Waimauku over the winery’s. Off I go and back 

up to cloud base, and another step closer to Muriwai. I study my options and route home, the route home still 

looks good, as does Muriwai. My only wonder, is there a sea breeze their which would make my side of their 

cloud bad? I have plenty of height and landing options, I give myself a cut-off point which will get me back to 

where I am safely, and push out camera in hand I snap the golf course and where I’m heading. As I get closer 

it looks straggly, height is good I push on only to be disappointed.  I feel like a dog with my tail between my 

legs as I foot it back to my safe haven, yes good height left to sort out my land out or push on to the next 

option near Waimauku. 

Thankfully it’s still working and I gain some reserve height and hop back to Waimauku, which isn’t working. 

Now at 2600ft I opt for an into wind final glide exercise with a slight detour via Huapai to use what clouds 

may still be working. I get more and more comfortable as I get closer to home, and with a bit of dolphin 

soaring thrown in as well making Kumeu at just over 2000ft and call long finals. I could have done a circuit , 

but opt for wheel down early and plenty of break.   So thanks Steve F 

SPORTSMAN OF THE YEAR EVENT 

Please see the flyer at the end of this WA for details.  This is usually a great night and a chance to mingle 

with Olympians.  If anyone is interested please let Mike Ward know soonest. 

XMAS FLYING 

We will be flying thru the Xmas break 26 Dec thru to 6 Jan.  Normal start and a roster to be published real 

soon. 

LIBELLE SHARE FOR SALE 

Terry Dagnin’s share in Libelle 201B GIV is up for 

sale.  GIV has done a touch under 3000hrs and had 

some 1540 aerotows.  There are two other partners.  

She has a Borgelt vario, winter vario airspeed, 

altimeter and compass, O2, radio and transponder 

and parachute. Ill health prevents Terry flying solo 

again so his share is available.  He is open to offers.  

Call him on 021 181 5664.  See Graham or Ivor for 

more information. 

 

 

 

 

TAILPIECE 

 

Putting out Warm Air each week is a testament to the efforts of all of the willing and not so willing 

contributors who share their stories and write the reports, send in photos and provide little snippets.  We 

could not do this without you and my thanks and real appreciation for all of your help. 

 

Warm Air is taking a break over Xmas and will re appear in a couple of weeks or so.  For those I do not get to 

see before then, May you, your families and friends have a very Merry Christmas and a happy New Year.  

Please be safe out there. 

 

See you at the field 

 

WARM AIR                       



 

Three stages of a man’s life 

Believes in Santa 

Does not believe in Santa 

He is Santa 

 

 

THE PROPOSAL…. (Disclaimer….a touch risqué and a little gross so….for those who may prefer not to see 
that sort of stuff but choose to open this anyway….don’t blame me if you don’t like it.  I thought it was funny 
and worth sharing) 

Now I understand and am in awe, the Scots are so romantic.. 

 

They have that unattainable touch that us mere mortals cannot hope to reach for. 

 

They bring a tear to the eyes of men who are limited by the mere behavioural trait of lesser human 

conditioning. 

 

The Scots, surely the last of the romantics! 

http://www.youtube.com/embed/dYslhL71k1M?rel=0 

 

 

New Towie Ryan Brooks and his other yellow 

machine.  (Ours is better) 

 

 

 

 

 

ROSTER BELOW 



DUTY ROSTER FOR NOVEMBER, DECEMBER 2012, JANUARY 2013 
            

Month Date Time Duty Pilot Instructor Tow Pilot 

  3 am R Whitby R Carswell P Thorpe 
NOVEMBER   pm       

  4 am D Foxcroft L Page/R Burns A Sunde 

    pm       

  10 am K Bhashyan P Coveney R Carswell 
    pm       

  11 am D Grey S Wallace C Rook 
    pm        

  17 am B Hocking P Thorpe/I Woodfield M Oliver 
    pm       

  18 am G Hodge R Carswell G Lake 
    pm       

  24 am B Mawhinney D Todd P Thorpe 
    pm       

  25 am E McPherson L Page/I Woodfield R Carswell 
    pm       

  1 am I Middlemiss P Coveney/R Burns A Sunde 
DECEMBER   pm       

  2 am L Middleton I Woodfield/R Burns M Oliver 

    pm       

  8 am P Neely P Thorpe/I Woodfield C Rook 
    pm       

  9 am I O'Keefe S Wallace G Lake 
    pm       

  15 am T O'Rourke R Carswell P Thorpe 

    pm       

  16 am G Patten L Page/ I Woodfield A Sunde 
  pm       

  22 am K Pillai P Coveney R Carswell 
    pm       

  23 am S Saunders R Burns C Rook 

    pm       

  29 am   XMAS   
    pm   ROSTER   

30 am   XMAS   
    pm   ROSTER   

  5 am   XMAS   
`JANUARY 2013   pm   ROSTER   

  6 am   XMAS   

    pm   ROSTER   

  12 am R Struyck P Thorpe M Oliver 
    pm       

  13 am R Thomson S Wallace G Lake 
    pm       

  19 am J Pote I Woodfield P Thorpe 
    pm       

  20 am M Belcher R Carswell A Sunde 
    pm       

  26 am S Foreman R Burns R Carswell 
    pm       

  27 am R Whitby L Page M Oliver 
    pm       

AUCKLAND 28 am K Bhashyan D Todd C Rook 
ANNIVERSARY   pm       

 

 

 

 



 


